Story:
This is a compensation planning app and would be applicable to any company having a dedicated manager
to plan employees’ compensation. This app is targeted for compensation planners and approvers who
decide the overall salary (Fixed base salary + Variable Compensation Amount) of an employee. This app
will enable the planners to control the variable part of salary.
Managers generally plan employee's compensation at the start of financial year and on adhoc basis when
employees’ compensation need a revisit. For a large count of employees under the manager, he would
need to quickly decide the new compensation based on historical compensation data and performance
rating of employee. The app would have features so that compensation manager has all employee data
required for deciding compensation at an easy access.
Using this application, managers will not have to browse different applications to check employee’s
historical compensation data as that will be available within a single application. This way manager can
check all required data within a single application and quickly plan compensation for the employee. In
addition, for employees with common compensation, group-planning feature would be available.

Persona:

Gablu Banerjee
Quickly review employee’s
details and Plan compensation
at minimal time
40 years old, overall 12 years of
experience in compensation
planning and approving. Reviews
annual performance ratings and
plans compensation.

Plan employee compensation based on his
previous compensations and his performance
rating.

Compensation
Planner

Decide employee’s compensation.
Decide compensation after analyzing performance and previous
compensation.

Plan employee’s compensation at the start of
financial year and on adhoc basis.
Review the compensation every quarter based on
company’s profit for the quarter.

I want to accurately plan compensation in less time.
I want to minimize number of pages I visit.
I should be able to plan common compensation for a
group of employees.

Chief Accountant
Corporate team head
Profit Center head

Have to visit different applications to check employee’s
historical compensation, employee’s performance rating.
Need to plan compensation for all employees individually
even when there is some common compensation.

User Experience Journey:

Mock Up:
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